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Canary in the Coal Mine:
How the Florida Experience Could Impact the National WC Industry

I) Background (Tom Koval): 10 Minutes
A) The Florida workers’ compensation market prior to the 2003-2004 reforms
1) Extremely high workers’ compensation costs
2) Perceived abuses
B) The political environment leading into the 2003 Legislative Session
Going into the 21st Century, Florida had arguably the most expensive workers’
compensation system in the country. Some reports listed it as the most expensive, and
many studies placed Florida in the top three states nationwide in terms of cost of its
workers’ compensation system. A major contributor to Florida unusually high costs was
attorneys’ fees, which, under the pre-2003 system, were perceived to be particularly
favorable to plaintiffs’ counsel. To address this problem, the Florida Legislature, after
many previous attempts, passed Senate Bill 50A in a special session. The law became
effective in October of 2003.
II) 2003 Legislative Session (Fred Karlinsky): 6 Minutes
A) Overview of 2003 reforms and SB 50A
1) Limits on benefits
2) Caps on attorneys’ fees
3) Other reforms
B) 2007 fixes
C) Cost reductions since reforms enacted
Designed to reduce costs, Senate Bill 50A introduced various significant reforms
such as: limits on permanent total disability benefits; caps on attorneys’ fee awards for
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plaintiffs’ attorneys; introduction of Medicare-based fee schedules; Alternative Dispute
Resolution provisions; and, various other more minor reforms.
The legislation had a major impact on costs. According to the National Council
on Compensation Insurance (“NCCI”), the cost of claims decreased by 60% per $100 of
payroll between 2003 and 2015. This observed cost reduction actually represented a
significantly lower reduction than was projected. The reforms to attorneys’ fees directly
reduced costs by capping fees, and the evidence also supported a significant indirect
cost reduction due to the decrease of the incentive for attorneys to unnecessarily
involve themselves in claims.
A significant reduction in the number of permanent total disability claims in
Florida was also observed. While this type of claim is rare, each case is extremely
expensive, so the reduction in claims had a disproportionate impact on the overall cost
of the workers’ compensation system.
In sum, almost immediately after the reforms went into effect, Florida was no
longer one of the most expensive workers’ compensation states. The state also had
corresponding rate decreases in the years following enactment of these reforms.
III) Litigation (Scott Miller)
A) Florida Supreme Court Cases: 8 Minutes
B) NCCI Litigation: 2 Minutes
Castellanos v. Next Door Company
This decision invalidated the mandatory attorney fee schedule found in Florida
Statute § 440.34 (2009). The Supreme Court decision allowed deviation from the
statutory guideline fees through a showing that the statutory fee would result in an
unreasonable fee. This effectively brought back hourly fees paid by the
Employer/Carrier, substantially increasing exposure in Workers’ Compensation cases.
Westphal v. City of St. Petersburg
The Florida Supreme Court ruled that the 104 week limitation on indemnity
benefits was unconstitutional as a denial of access to courts. In striking the 104 week
limit, the Supreme Court revived the 260 week limit on indemnity benefits which existed
in the pre-1994 version of the statute. This decision significantly increased exposure for
prolonged loss wage payments by increasing the maximum time an injured worker can
claim the benefit from 2 years to 5 years.
Fee v. Florida Office of Insurance Regulation, NCCI
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The First District Court of Appeal, in Tallahassee, Florida, is currently reviewing
whether the meeting that resulted in the 14.5% increase in Workers’ Compensation
insurance rates violated Florida’s Sunshine Law. Florida’s Sunshine Law provides that
government hearings must be open to the public except in limited situations. A lower
court ruled that a violation had occurred. If the lower court is overturned, the rate
increase would remain until the next review period. Regardless of the First DCA’s
decision, further lawsuits regarding the rate hike are possibly looming.
IV) Impact of Court Cases (Josie Au): 10 Minutes
A) Increased claim costs
B) Length of open claims
C) Alternative resolutions
Following the recent Florida Supreme Court rulings on Westphal and Castellanos,
carriers and employers are now starting to see the effect that these two rulings have on
their past and present claims. NCCI’s filing to the Office of Insurance Regulation
estimates an increase in overall workers’ compensation system costs of 19%.
With Castellanos v. Next Door Company, we can expect an increase in injured
employees obtaining legal representation causing more litigation activity such as
adjuster depositions and hearings, which overall increases total claim costs and claim
duration. Claimant attorneys will also reopen any attorney fees claims where
jurisdiction was reserved on their entitlement to fees and costs.
Westphal v. City of St. Petersberg has resulted in the revival of claims that were
previously closed due to the 104 week limit in order to seek additional indemnity
benefits under the new 260 week limit. Existing open claims will be impacted with
delays in return to work, fees associated with one time change physicians, and
independent medical examination requests.
It is recommended for carriers and employers to resolve claims early prior to
undergoing extensive litigation activity to prevent Plaintiff Counsel from spending too
much time on their cases and adding onto their attorney fees. In order to do so, we will
need to consider reaching settlement agreements at a higher price to include resolution
of attorney fees.
V) 2017 Legislative Session (Fred Karlinsky): 6 Minutes
A) Overview of legislation that passed (if applicable): 3 Minutes
B) Failed proposals: 2 Minutes
C) Potential future legislative changes: 1 Minute
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Note – the Florida 2017 Legislative Session begins on March 7, 2017 and concludes on
May 5, 2017; the content of this section will therefore not be finally determined until the
end of the Legislative Session. The below text is what would be discussed if we were to
present today.
In view of the issues created by the Florida Supreme Court rulings, it is not
surprising that the Florida business community, self-insurers, insurers, and claimants’
attorneys, along with the Florida Legislature, have been considering new legislation.
The 2017 Florida Regular Legislative Session convenes on March 7, 2017 and concludes
on May 5, 2017, but, to date, no bills have been filed in the Florida House or Senate.
However, The House Insurance and Banking Subcommittee has held two workshop
discussions, and the Senate Banking and Insurance Held Committee has held one
workshop. At one of its workshops in early February, the House Subcommittee heard
testimony from the Florida Office of Insurance Regulation. The regulators and
legislators discussed the pros and cons of different alternative models for Florida’s
workers’ compensation system, and some interested parties criticized NCCI’s
ratemaking process. There was, however, consensus that employers and employees
should not be allowed to opt-out of the workers’ compensation system.
Some interested parties have come forward with proposal for legislation. The
Associated Industries of Florida (“AIF”) released a draft bill recently which it billed as a
solution for some of the issues described above. The bill would require petitions for
benefits to be specific regarding the amount requested and how this amount was
calculated; failure to provide this information would result in dismissal of the claim. It
would also require a “good faith” effort to settle a claim prior to the filing a lawsuit. The
Florida Judges of Compensation Claims (“JCC”) could dismiss a claim or impose sanctions
for failure to make this good faith effort. The bill would further allow an injured
employee to enter into an agreement with his or her attorney for the payment of
attorneys’ fees, but the JCC would ensure the agreement is consistent with the Florida
Bar’s Rules of Professional Conduct, and that the amount actually paid is consistent with
the signed contract. AIF’s bill also exempts the injured employee’s personal information
contained in the First Report of Accident filed with the Division from public records
requests. Lastly, the bill would introduce a schedule capping plaintiffs’ attorneys’ fees
at varying levels.
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